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FAWCETT CHRISTIE

Euro Precharging Kits
Decription
The precharge tester and pressurizer are used for the charging of bladder, piston and  

membrane accumulators with nitrogen, and for testing or changing the pre-charge pressure. 

The instrument is suitable for OLAER Fawcett Christie accumulators with ⅝ “ and ⅞ “ stem 

valves, Schrader valves or screw plugs.It is screwed onto the gas valve of the accumulator 

and connected with the charging hose to a standard nitrogen cylinder . If only the  

pre-charge pressure needs to be checked, the connection of the charging hose is not necessary.

Each unit comprises of:

-Tester and pressurizer with manometer, return valve on the charging hose connection, 

built-in release valve, valve spindle for opening the gas valve or screwplug

- Charging hose, length 2,5 m

- Connections for the accumulator:

 ♦ 7/8” - 14 UNF

 ♦ 5/8” - 18 UNF

 ♦ 0.302” - 32 UNF

 ♦ M28 x 1.5

 ♦ 1/4” BSP

 - Plastic protective case

Maximum permitted operating pressure: depending on manometer, max. 400 bar! Tighten 

Allen screw on membrane accumulator with 20 Nm torque.

The information in this datasheet is subject to change without prior notice.
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PrEParation
Before any pre-charge checks and/or nitrogen pressurizing, the 

hydraulic fluid of the accumulator must be discharged.

accumulator with gas valve:
 - Turn star knob (no. 1) anti-clockwise till stop.

 - Remove the protective and/or seating cap of the gas valve.

 - Attach pressurizer with adapter no. B or C (+ connector no. D 

for Schrader valves) to the gas valve.

Move the manometer into a convenient position for reading and 

tighten spigot nut (no. 2) with hand.

 - Check that the bleed valve is closed (turn star knob no. 3 

clockwise).

accumulator with screw valve:
 - Turn star knob (no. 1) anti-clockwise till stop.

 - Remove plastic cover of screw valve.

 - Loosen screw valve with Allen screw width A/F 6.

 - Attach pressurizer without adapter to the screw valve. Move 

the manometer into a convenient position for reading and 

tighten the spigot nut (no. 2) by hand. 

 - Check that the bleed valve is closed (turn star knob no. 3 

clockwise).

ChECKing thE PrE-ChargE PrEssurE
 - Turn star knob (no.1) clockwise respectively anti-clockwise. 

 - The gas valve or Allen screw opens and pre-charge pressure 

will register on the manometer.

rEDuCing thE PrE-ChargE PrEssurE
 - Turn star knob (no.3) of the bleed valve slowly anti-clockwise 

to exhaust the pre-charge pressure. 

PrEssurizng / raising thE PrE-ChargE PrEssurE
 - Attach charging hose to return valve (no.4) and to nitrogen 

bottle.

 - Open the stop valve on the nitrogen cylinder carefully.  

Let the nitrogen flow slowly in the accumulator, till the  

desired pre-charge pressure is reached.

 - Close the stop valve on the nitrogen cylinder. After 5-10 

minutes (temperature compensation), check the pre-charge 

pressure again and correct, if necessary.

rEmoVing
 - Turn star knob (no.1) back.

 - Turn star knob (no.3) anti-clockwise to exhaust the 

pressurizer and charging hose.

 - Remove the pressurizer.

 - Tighten screw valve with Allen screw width A/F 6.

 - Test the gas valve for leaks using a leak detection spray.

 - Replace the protective and/or seating cap with hand.

Euro Precharing Kits
Handling and Precharging Procedure

Caution:

-    nEVEr use oxygen to prefill the accumulator. 

Where the nitrogen cylinder pressure is higher than the permitted accumulator working pressure, a pressure-reducing valve must be used  

in between!

The information in this datasheet is subject to change without prior notice.
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assembly Part number Component Part

10598-01 10598-02 10598-03 10598-04 Charging Kit assembly Part no.

1 1 1 1 Olaer charging set 202139-00803

1 1 1 1 Charging hose 50096 - 099

1 Pressure gauge 0 - 25 bar 45083 - 099

1 1 Pressure gauge 0 - 250 bar 45086 - 099

1 1 Pressure gauge 0 - 60 bar 45084 - 099

1 Pressure gauge 0 - 400 bar 45087 - 099

1 Pressure gauge 0 - 10 bar 45117 - 099

1 Pressure gauge 0 - 160 bar 45085 - 099

2.5 Metres

1/4  BSP Female 
Swivel Joint

Pressure Gauge

(Various options, 
see below)

Adaptor 
Options

standard

maximum working pressure - 400 bar

1

3

4

2

ACCUMULATOR CONNECTION OPTIONS

Standard =  M28 x 1.5

Adaptor A =  5/8” 18 UNF

Adaptor B  = 1/4” BSP

Adaptor C  =  7/8” 14 UNF

Adaptors A & D =  0.302” 

Drawing for Euro Precharge Kit - 10598 - ** (1/4  BsP)

The information in this datasheet is subject to change without prior notice.
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assembly Part number Component Part

10597-01 10597-02 10597-03 10597-04 10597-05 10597-06 Charging Kit assembly Part no.

1 1 1 1 1 1 Olaer charging set 202139-00803

1 1 1 1 1 1 Charging hose 11774

1 1 Pressure gauge 0 - 25 bar 45083 - 099

1 1 1 Pressure gauge 0 - 250 bar 45086 - 099

1 1 Pressure gauge 0 - 60 bar 45084 - 099

1 Pressure gauge 0 - 400 bar 45087 - 099

1 Pressure gauge 0 - 10 bar 45117 - 099

1 1 1 Pressure gauge 0 - 160 bar 45085 - 099

maximum working pressure - 400 bar

2.5 METRES

To suit British Nitrogen Cylinder

5/
8”

BS
P

Standard

Adaptor 
options

1/4” BSP Female 
swivel jointACCUMULATOR CONNECTION OPTIONS

Standard =  M28 x 1.5

Adaptor A =  5/8” 18 UNF

Adaptor B  = 1/4” BSP

Adaptor C  =  7/8” 14 UNF

Adaptors A & D =  0.302” 
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4
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Pressure Gauge

(Various options, 
see below)

Drawing for Euro Precharge Kit - 10597 - ** (British Nitrogen Cylinder)

The information in this datasheet is subject to change without prior notice.


